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IFSC Guidelines for Routesetting 

 Boulder & Lead – Public version 

 

1. Introduction 

Sport Climbing discipline Boulder & Lead consists climbing on four boulder problems and one lead route. These guidelines deal 

specifically with routesetting for the events, where combined result of the athlete’s performance on boulder and lead is a priority. 

Boulder & Lead events contain up to three rounds (qualification, semifinal and final), with 1 route and 4 boulders in each round. 

The details of the format are specified on IFSC rules.  

 

Each competition round requires unique climbs that have never been seen or practiced by competitors. Climbs are designed by 

routesetters to test many aspects of a multi-faceted sport, including elements like strength, endurance, flexibility, footwork, 

and mental fortitude. The climbs are intended to be varied and challenging, with levels of difficulty estimated by routesetters 

to create a ranking of the competitors.  In addition, climbs are meant to have a visually appealing quality, such that climbers’ 

actions on the wall, the movements they perform, and the tension created in those performances, may provide spectators a 

spectacular show.  

 

IFSC Routesetters are experienced climbers, dedicated to helping create, shape, and promote the Sport Climbing. The technical 

skills employed in the positioning and manipulation of sport equipment (climbing holds, macros, and volumes), coupled with 

routesetters’ creativity, depth of knowledge of the competitive field, and intuition, result in diverse and exciting fields of play.  The 

work of routesetters comes to life through the performances of athletes in competition. 

 

 

2. Key Objectives  

IFSC Routesetters aim to create climbs objectively, without favour for any individual athlete, team, or federation and to respect, 

demonstrate, and promote impartiality. IFSC competitions are set by diverse teams of routesetters who have high personal 

standards of professionalism and for whom respect, teamwork, and creative collaboration are important priorities.  Routesetters 

primary goals include: 

• To create a safe and fair playing field for competitors that includes a diversity of climbing styles and may challenge 

various climbing abilities. 

• To create a field of play where, based on their performances, competitors are ranked effectively and with a final result 

that minimizes tied scores; in Boulder with a good spread on number of tops achieved (a total number of tops should 

be  between 34-46 tops in qualification round; 23-31 in semifinals and between 13-20 in the finals); the Lead routes 

should be set in such a level of difficulty that only one top is possible (in qualification rounds and also in the finals); 

The number of moves in each route should be between 40 and 50 

• To maintain as a primary objective the balance of the above functional goals with a focus on creating climbs 

(movements) that both a spectating audience and competitors may find interesting and results in an exciting 

competition experience. 

 

 

3. Key Challenges  
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In most sports, competitors’ performances are differentiated based on time or judges’ scoring of skills.  In the course setting of a 

slalom ski race, for example, courses are designed with an expectation that all skiers should pass each gate and complete the 

course with a ranking by time. In snowboarding, designers build terrain that competitors will creatively choose specialty skills to 

perform on.  Those skills are then evaluated by a set of judges.  

 

In the Boulder & Lead discipline of climbing, by contrast, the unique format present both interesting creative opportunities and 

special challenges for routesetters. Climbs are designed, built, and tested by routesetters such that they are often hard enough so 

that few competitors may be expected to complete a particular climb (“Top”). Further, to maximize likelihood of an effective 

ranking, no specific passage is estimated in the design to be so difficult that all athletes would fall at the same point.  

 

Climbers’ rankings are principally determined by whether they Top or by how far they have progressed. These things may be 

broadly estimated by routesetters, but without competitors having seen or practiced climbs, and thus the task of routesetting in 

Sport Climbing competitions is very difficult. It is in this distinctive environment, new each competition and each round, that 

routesetters try to “thread the needle.”  Routesetters primary challenges for include: 

• The performances of climbers are difficult to predict as it may be effected by many factors such is: change of weather 

conditions (temperature and humidity), psychological factors (starting order, motivation of an athlete after previous 

round, nervozity, team route reading)  

• The relative success of routesetters’ work is defined in part by the climbing wall, holds, macros, and volumes available, 

and the time and local resources provided for routesetting.   

 

4. Technical Considerations in competition routesetting  

4.1. Safety 

• Routesetters should always consider athlete safety, and similarly consider and respect the safety of the routesetting 

team, in creation of the field of play. 

• Routesetters should take care, but cannot ensure, that climbs have a safe fall area and should set to minimize the 

possibility of competitors’ interference with one another.   

 

4.2. Athlete considerations  

• In order to create a competition that does not distinctly advantage competitors of certain heights or body types, 

routesetters consider the minimum and maximum reach of competitors generally and create a diversity of climbing 

styles. 

• Routesetters make efforts to create a “category appropriate” playing field, considering general details such as 

competitor size, weight, finger size, and other similar anatomical considerations.  

• In order to discourage low-weight of athletes, routesetters make best efforts towards creation of routes and boulders 

which would hinder their performance favouring when possible power rather than pure finger strength. 

 

4.3. Judging considerations 

• Routesetters should be aware of competition rules and any eventual changes. 

• Routesetters should discuss with judges any sequences where specific attention may be important, such as sequences 

that are visually difficult to see or complicated to judge.  
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• Routesetters should consider judging in the creation of route maps (static topo), and for example, avoid scoring as 

duoholds (if possible), holds that are not expected essential to match or use, for a climber to progress 

• Routesetters should try to avoid use of black tape for boundaries or use of a blue cross. 

 

4.4. Sport equipment management  

• Holds in all rounds of competition should be attached with a minimum of two fixings to prevent spinning holds. 

• Use of the same holds and macros in several rounds should be avoided but is at the discretion of the Chief Routesetter 

and dependent upon resources provided.  

• Routesetters may consider colour of holds, macros, or volumes to make climbs more easily identifiable or visually 

appealing, at the discretion of the Chief Routesetter. 

• Routesetters shall avoid the creation on of wall of any logo or any symbol by using design, placement or combination 

of holds, macros, and volumes. 

 

5. Adjustment of rounds 

The route setting team shall not make any adjustments to the competition as soon as the previous stage of the same round has 

started. As soon as the Boulder stage starts, it is not possible to apply any modifications to the Lead route, or the Boulders of the 

same round. It is of course possible to propose adjustments for different rounds (i.e., after semi-finals, to adjust route and boulders 

for Finals) 

 

 

6. Qualification round  

The qualification round of Boulder & Lead event is generally considered a “selection” round, meaning the primary focus is for the 

top competitors qualifying to the semifinal round to be determined with an effective ranking. In general, the difficulty of the 

qualification round may be estimated to be a comparable or a little easier (in boulder easier for sure) than the difficulty of the final 

rounds. 

 

Routesetters aim is to design the route and boulders in a way, that the number of points athletes receive for their performance in 

each discipline should be or each place in this discipline between the Min and Max value shown in the appendix chart (Example: 

climber who played 4th in one discipline in the final round should receive between 55 and 80pts) 

 

6.1. Boulder: 

Characteristics of the qualification boulders: 

• Recommended distribution of the styles: 1 physical/power, 1 physical “electric” or physical/coordination, 1 boulder – 

coordination, 1 boulder - technical or balance (usually “the slab boulder”). 

• In general, routesetters may estimate that all problems are topped, and very occasionally a problem may not be 

topped. 

 

6.2. Lead: 

Characteristics of the qualification Lead routes:  
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• When possible, clear separation of ranking amongst all athletes. 

• When setting for two groups (two route for each group) the routes should be similar in number of moves, styles and 

difficulty. 

• If possible, ideal scenario would include one Top on each qualification route 

• The number of moves in each route should be between 40 and 50 

 

 

7. Semi-Final round 

The semifinal round of Boulder & Lead event is also considered a “selection” round and effective ranking is also priority. In general, 

the difficulty of the semifinal round may be estimated to be a comparable or a little higher level than the difficulty of the final with 

great focus on testing the physical fitness of the athletes.The setting of the semifinal round should aim at the following result 

shown on the appendix chart (“Average point distribution for each discipline”). 

 

7.1. Boulder: 

Characteristics of the semifinal boulders: 

• 1 physical/power, 1 physical “electric” or physical/coordination, 1 boulder – coordination, 1 boulder - technical or 

balance (usually “the slab boulder”). 

• In general, routesetters may estimate that all problems are topped, and very occasionally a problem may not be topped 

 

7.2. Lead 

Characteristics of the semifinal Lead route:  

• When possible, clear separation of ranking amongst the 20 athletes.  

• Clear separation of ranking amongst the 20 athletes with no more than three athletes falling on the same point.If 

possible, ideal scenario would include one Top amongst the 20 climbers 

• The ideal number of moves should be between 45 and 50. The number of moves should never be less than 40 or 

exceed 55 

 

8. Final round 

The final round has the principal goal of an effective ranking, with the least number of tied competitors possible, and where the 

best performing competitors in the final are estimated as capable of consistently reaching high in the sequences of problems, or 

high into a route. Boulders attempted in a final round are in a different competition format (two climbers at a time) than 

qualification and semifinal and are created with this in consideration.  

The setting of the final round should aim at the results shown in the appendix chart (“Average point distribution for each 

discipline”) 

 

8.1. Boulder: 

Characteristics of the final Boulders: 
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• 1 physical/power, 1 physical “electric” or physical/coordination, 1 boulder – coordination, 1 boulder - technical or 

balance (usually “the slab boulder”). 

• In general, routesetters may estimate that all problems are topped, and very occasionally a problem may not be 

topped. 

 

8.2. Lead: 

Characteristics of the final Lead route:  

• Clear separation of ranking amongst the 8 athletes with, ideally, each athlete falling on a different point of the route, 

with not more than two athletes falling on the same point 

• If possible, ideal scenario would include one Top amongst the 8 finalists 

• The ideal number of moves should be between 45 and 50. The number of moves should never be less than 40 or 

exceed 55 

 

9. Appendix Chart: Average point distribution for each discipline 

 

 
Finals 
rank 

Finals 
Min 

Finals 
Max 

Semi rank Semi 
Min 

Semi 
Max 

Quali rank Q Min Q Max 

1. 78 100 1. 78 100 1. 90 100 

2. 70 95 2. 70 95 2.-3. 78 100 

3. 62 86 3.-4. 62 86 4.-5. 70 95 

4. 55 80 5.-6. 55 80 6.-7. 62 86 

5. 45 74 7.-8. 45 74 8.-9. 55 80 

6. 38 64 9.-11. 38 64 10.-12. 45 74 

7. 29 55 12.-14. 29 55 13.-15. 38 64 

8. 20 46 15.-17. 20 46 16.-20. 29 55 

   18.-20. 10 38 21.-24. 20 46 

      25.-30. 10 38 

      31.-40. 0 28 

 


